
Contact

Skills

Work History

Site Reliability Engineer

Ray Muneton
Objective: Support infrastructure at scale with precision, incorporating industry best practices for scaling
and observability to practice world class engineering

Address
Hollywood, CA, 90027

Phone
323-898-3676

E-mail
mrs.muneton@gmail.com

AWS
Excellent

Bash
Very Good

Elixir/Ruby
Very Good

Docker/Conta
iners

Git

Javascript

Linux
Excellent

Python
Excellent

Terraform
Very Good

Golang
Good

Site Reliability Engineer
Voyager Crypto

Administer EKS fleets for prod and lower
environments, facilitating rapid and safe delivery
of change into production
Establish infrastructure standards and process
automation for crypto clients
Delivered atmos terraform infrastructure following
the Cloud Posse paradigm
Built datadog monitoring and dashboards for
observability and system failure detection and
created opsgenie alerting schedules
Created and deployed Atlassian status page for
incident tracking

2021-10 -
2023-01

Senior Site Reliability Engineer
Fastly And Signal Sciences

On Call SRE responding to PagerDuty incidents by
executing runbooks as troubleshooting novel
failures. Responsible for triggering incident
communication avenues, participating in review
meetings, and building monitoring and runbook
responses from learnings.
Wrote python and bash scripts to automate tasks
for Disaster Recovery and Compliance reporting
Use chef in solo and chef server configurations for
EC2 provisioning, wrote custom cookbooks for
various production systems including four
Elasticsearch clusters with more than a hundred
nodes

2019-06 -
2021-10

Senior Devops Engineer
I.AM+

Administer, configure, and support non
heterogenous Kubernetes deployment with
multiple applications, including Machine
Learning jobs

2018-10 -
2019-06

Very Good

Excellent

Excellent



Education

Provision infrastructure using terraform in AWS and
kops
Instrument monitoring with Prometheus and
alerting with PagerDuty
Support Golang application development with
code review and deployment optimization

Architect
Hallmark Labs

Coded features in for multi vertical platform in
Elixir (such as the member store and
authentication microservice)
Planned and implemented Kafka messaging
architecture
Deployed a prototype node js API and testbed
for ML project

2016-01 -
2018-01

Senior Javascript Developer
Creative Channel Services

Completed and launched geolocation aware
market intelligence node API for android/iOS
apps
Provided admin user interfaces for BI and
customer care
Designed and supported MongoDB deployment
Implemented, tested, and executed migration
into LDAP from MySQL

2014-01 -
2016-01

Php Programmer
Netvolution.com

Implemented web 2.0 ajax functionality
Deployed and supported websites in load
balanced on prem servers
Upgraded servers and code from php4 to php5

2007-01 -
2009-01

Bachelors in Computer Science Linfield College
McMinnville OR

2002-09 -
2006-06


